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Students find
decaying body
By Teresa 1.yddane
Daily staff writer
SJSU students found the body of a
37 -year-old man in a house across
the street from the Administration
Building late Thursday afternoon.
Police at the scene said he had been
dead for several days.
Police would not disclose the
man’s identity until next of kin had
been notified.
The body’s stench led residents of
the Sigma House at 279 East San
Fernando St. to an upstairs room a
non-student had rented.
Dwayne Cantrell. an administration of justice major, called the fire
department and police after discovering the body.
"I saw him earlier this week."
Cantrell, 21, said. "I think it was
Monday or Tuesday. It was somewhere around there."
Cantrell is assistant manager of
the house. Its occupants call the blue
Victorian structure the Sigma
House.
Both fraternity and non -fraternity
members occupy the 21 -room house.
To guard against the odor in the
house, police wore masks and also
handed them out to residents.
Residents went in and out of the
house taking belongings from their
rooms. They coughed and pinched
their noses as they emerged from the

house.
Police said they were surprised
occupants had not smelled the body
earlier.
"How could they not know? It
certainly wasn’t their dirty underwear.** Officer Jim Zarate said.
Residents said the man was "kind
of quiet- and "chubby- with brown
hair.
Sigma President Ed Walker said
the man had lived in the house for 5
months.
"He paid the rent on time from
month to month. He wasn’t involved
in drugs." said Walker, senior at
SJSU. "He was a nice guy. He’d
play basketball with us and barbecue."
Explaining why no one had investigated the room, resident Mark
Threl said. "You don’t want to
knock the door down. A guy gets
mad. It’s a shame nobody knev,
Maybe they could’ve helped."
"It’s an incredible shock...
Walker said. "We’ve been here tot
eight years, and nothing like this has
ever happened before."
Residents and fraternity members
gave few details about the death. Police, however, said they did not instruct residents to keep quiet.
Martin Cheek, Sallie Mattison
and Dant Parkin contributed to
this report.

w

Kathleen Howe

Medical workers remove the body of a 37 -year-old man from the Sigma
House on Fast San Fernando Street. According to police, the man had

Residents wait for judge’s decision
By Dan Turner
Daily staff writer
Spartan City residents are eagerly
awaiting the judge’s decision folios%
ing a Superior Court hearing that
took place Thursday.
The hearing will determine
whether the Spartan City Tenants
Association has grounds to sue SJSU
for discrimination and breach of
promise.
"I don’t think the judge was persuaded by the university’s case."
said attorney Gen Fujioka, who is
representing the tenants. "I think
we’ll have the opportunity to take it
to trial."
The hearing focused on the question of whether the university can le -

’I don’t think the judge was persuaded by
the university’s case. I think we’ll have
the opportunity to take it to trial’
Gen

Fujioka,

tenants attorney
gaily offer housing to single people
only, while no housing is available
for married students with children.
"The university isn’t obligated to
provide any housing facilities,- Fu Oka said. "As long as the university has provided the benefit,
though, we think it’s clear that they
may not offer that benefit to one
class of persons and deny it to an

Making a living

other.
The university’s case revolves
around its inability to provide housing for anyone but student,. II i student’s spouse or child does not attend the university, he or she doesn’t
qualify for housing.
All but three families have moved
out of Spartan City, which was de
clared unsafe by state fire iiffjci,i in

1986. The remaining residents arc
allowed to stay vs bile the case is pen
ding litigation.
Sheryl Bryant. one of the remain
ing tenants, mustered some opti
mism about the case.
"Just knowing that this thing is
continuing gives me hope,- Bryant
said.
While the tenant, are aware that
Spartan City will hase to he demolished, they continue to wink for a
commitment hom the Ulii’, c’rsity to
build other housing facilities for
married students.
SJSU President Gail Fullerton has
said that even it funding for nos
housing projects could be obtained,
See Ort ’/S/ON, back page

UPD arrests juvenile
for harassing girlfriend
By Leah Pels
Daily staff wnter
A 16-year-old male svas arrested
Wednesday evening on suspicion ot
harassing his ex -girlfriend and
punching through a third -finis
Moulder Hall window, according to
University Police Lt. Ed Dusablon
An unidentified Moulder Hall re,
ident placed the youth under Ott
fen’s arrest until the UPD arrived.
Dusablon said.
He said the suspect received first
Christine Derenzi,
aid on the scene for injuries to his
Moulder Hall resident
hand. He was charged with vandalism, handcuffed and later released to
his parents.
Hasenkamp refused to comment
Dusablon said the names of the juvenile and his former girlfriend on the incident.
"I was walking to my room and I
could not be released.
Moulder Hall resident Christine heard them arguing,- said Damien
Derenzi said the suspect entered his Trujillo, another Moulder Hall resiex -girlfriend’s third -floor room at dent.
Trujillo said he entered his room
approximately 6:15 p.m.
"She started screaming and peo- and later saw the suspect leave the
ple standing in the hall began to
"He threw his tali,’ on the sideDerenii said. "Everyone
sA a, ny mg to decide whether or not walk and walked init..’ itinllo said.
Two UPD cadets on the scene
to call the police.Derenzi said the suspect left the threvs the damaged Tadiii in a nearby
room and punched a hole in a win- trash hm after the ,UNIVCI indicated
he was not interested in keeping it.
dow at the end of the hall.
Derenn said the suspect had ha
"He left the building. but she the
ex -girlfriend) ran after him," !kr- rassed his es girlfriend lately, and
en/i said "Her new boyfriend car- called her frequently.
Asked at the scene if jealousy
ried het hack upstairs because she
caused the suspect’s actions. UPD
was kind of hyperventilating.**
Derenii said Mike Hasenkamp. Cadet Berner replied, "We know
resident ball adviser, then helped the the suspect punched his fist through
t 1PD quiet by slanders and complete a window, hut anything else is speculation
a report of the incident.

’She started
screaming and
people standing in
the hall began to
panic.’

Greg Walton Daily staff photographer
An unidentified man searches an SJSIll garbage container for recyclable., such as bottles and aluminum cans. Read about the homeless people on and around campus on page 3..

Daily staff photographer

been dead several days. !Wit, students, who live in the house, found the
decaying body and notified authorities.

Mechanical music

Bells sound the hour
from top of Tower Hall
Iii Lisa Hannon
Daily staff writer
Beethoven’s 12th sy mphony tills
the air as students make their way to
an afternoon class. It is 5 p.m. on the
hour.
Tomorrow, "Raindrops Keep Fatlin’ on My Head" may sound at
12:15 p.m.
The bells of Tower Hall are a part
of SiSrs atmosphere. The question
is, are they really bells or just a recording?
They’re neither. The sounds are
coming from a carillon.
A carrillon is a set of tuned bells
sounded by hammers that can be
controlled mechanically or by a key-board. It resembles a player piano
with punched holes on a continuous
paper roll.
The carrillon is located in a small,
dank closet in the balcony of Morris
Dailey Auditorium. From that tiny
room comes the melodious sounds of
the chimes.
Campus historians agree the carrillon is probably about 50 years old,
hut no nine seems certain when the
iiimersit acquired a
Forest Baird. a retired music protessoi thinks it might have been a
gift from a senior class

unfortunate Mai no one
knows who gave it to us.** said
Richard Staley . director of public information. "It should be remembered...
When first acquired, the carrillon
did not play as regularly as it does
today.
"We put it in and it didn’t work...
said Dwight Bentel. who at the time
headed the journalism department
"It didn’t work more often than it
did."
Jean Dahl, former carillon tender
and administrative assistant in the
Computer Center. said "les a very
delicate instrument it needs to be
tended by someone who cares a lot
about it."
This year. it works well and plays
often. Melodies play twice a day,
and the hours chime in between.
The carillon has approximately
30 rolls of songs. Each roll has four
to six songs on it. said Louetta Van
Horn, executive secretary to the
president.
Van Horn, who is in charge of the
earrillon, said many of the rolls are
old and in poor condition.
The songs range from Bach to the
Beatles to Christmas carols.
See RMS. back page

Literature reading features fiction
of SJSU dean, writing instructor
By Martin Cheek
Daily staff writer
JOhn Kenny Crane and Craig
Strete. two published Is, huh a riters.
read front some of their %sinks to an
audience of about 101) Wednesday
night.
Both authors are employed on
campus. Crane is dean of the College of Humanities and Arts and
Craig teaches t let ion writing.
Strete read two stories from his
collection in "Death Chant" and
his
(’iane read several passages f
histiiiical novel "The legacy of Lady smith- about the Boer War in
South Africa.
fo tell you the truth, between
the two I authors). I liked Craig betcm. a sophoter,- said 1)enise
more maionng in ’Metal arts. "I
thought that the fact that he brought
his culture into it made it Ilion: post
erful."

Craig is pan Cherokee and he said
influenced the short story
this culture
s
that he read. "So That Men Might
Not
Tanya Davis, a sophomore majoring in liberal arts, who said she
writes fiction, said she enjoyed
Crane’s wadings from his novel.
"I would not expect to have liked
it because I never heard of the Boer
War to tell y oil the truth," she said.
"1 sv as engrossed. It was appealing.
I could lust picture myself in South
Africa. It was very realistic "
Jack Haeger, English department
chairman, introduced the two speakers to the audience. Of Craig, he
said, "We have found him to be a
delightfully creative and wonderfully warm human being."
In introducing Crane. Haeger
said, "His novel. ’The Legacy of
Sec FICTION, hack page
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SJSU needs attitude adjustment
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Trust can
be misplaced
I . 1 1

1 1

e 11111,’

I realized how se I ii us ly I ri affiltied 1.41III this
,ailment during my last \kiwkout at the local YMCA.
After an hour it
eieise I was ready to leave.
so I wobbled oser to pick up my keys from the
floor.
My keys Vele gone.
I was searchllig frantically through the ritom,
remembering roller ilisastrous trusting moments,
when suddenly I is as stopped by a snarling %owe
coming trom the direction ot the eNCICIse hikes
’Oon’t touch that bag
A man is
is
drok
ii us pedaling
furiously and is :aching
imp ily as I held his
duffle hag aloft.
"That bag is mine
7
and I don’t is ant anyone to see Miat’s in
it. he yelled.
apologi/ed and said
that I was looking underneath the bag for my
missing keys.
Leah Pels
"Well . . maybe I
put your keys in my hag thinking they were mine, he said.
He continued his frervied pace on the bicycle,
looking as if he were being chased tor maybe in his
case chasing) the hounds of hell.
"Bring my hag over here and I’ll look."
I brought the bag to him, but he soon gave up
and thrust it at me.
"You look. but 1 you see any guns or knives.
don’t pull them out,’ he said.
Any other person at this point would decide the
is ild-haired man V. as
iiiy and would refuse to do
his bidding. HiMeel. I am a trusting suul and I decided he just had a strange sense of humor.
Trusting or not, my brain at first refused to let
my hand enter the hag because of the smell emanating from inside it. A locker room with wall-to-wall
Isiot fungus would has e smelled better
I plunged my hand in any %.1.1. like tither trusting souls In hotTor movies is hi yenture out into the
dark know mg full well there is a psychopath outside with a predilection for decapitation.
I rummaged around quickly . wondering just
how many guns a person could fit in a duffle bag.
I found my keys.
And what did I say to this is lid -haired man who
, probably intended to steal my car?
I thanked him
Thank you, kind sir, for keeping my keys safe
diet’ though lie neY et seen you before in my life.
My his I riend said I should learn to lose my
"( %Mini is school mentality
My dad said I should learn to call the police.
Ala,y he t.Ile day I will learn.
1 might he standing stripped of all possessions,
people pat admg by N% caring my clothes. striving my.
car, dating my tsiytriend, then I will finally admit
that urn( everyom
Oil,tworilty.
And. then ar2.on. maybe I’ll neYer learn.

Attention, Artists!
;a pen’? Do you have
social issues’? Do you
like to draw edii,!!.,1 cartoons or standard ilItistratitfos?
Any one interested in contributing either
pi Ills ill’arioom or arranging to draw specif lc illustrations for stories on a case-by-case
hash, nntact either Katarina Jonholt, editor
ru chiel . or Mike Lewis. Forum Page editor at
11
iii

\ rs. sot handy
uiitencst in

Forum Policy
The Spartan Daily would like to hear
I rom you
our readers.
Your ideas, comments, criticisms and
suggestions are encouraged. We led l that
by listening to our readers we can better
serve the campus community. However,
personal attacks and letters in poor taste
will not he published, nor will anonymous
letters he accepted.
All letters may he edited for length or
libel. We will also correct obvious style
and grammar errors.
Deliver letters to the Daily office on
the second floor of Dwight Bentel Hall or
to the Student Union information desk.

Letters to the Editor
Christianity misguided
1..ditor
Commendations to Mike Lewis
for having the courage to say what
he said about organized religion in
his column Sept. 14.
All too often. many of us share
these opinions. but lack the nerve to
voice them. There are many people
today who feel that the majority of
organized religions has strayed into
the realm of hi -tech salesmanship,
rampant muckraking and aggressive
(often violent) proselytizing.’
The individual unfamiliar with
"mainstream" (’hristianity, who
reads the New Testament, is unlikely
to find many similarities between the
teachings of Jesus Christ and the

militarized dogma that is now being
passed off as "Christianity."
It would be most interesting to see
Jesus Christ’s reaction to Jerry Falwell. Given Christ’s handling of the
situation with the moneychangers in
the temple (Matt. 21:12). I doubt he
would view Falyvell’s preying upon
the elderly much differently. The TV
evangelist’s offering of various junk
in exchange for "donations- rings
eerily of the moneychangers that

down the beliefs of any persons
whose beliefs are not in agreement.
Christ certainly didn’t preach this. In
fact, he said exactly the opposite
(Matt. 5:44-47). Jesus didn’t force
the Jews to listen to him. He didn’t
climb to the top of the highest hill in
Jerusalem and scream that all the
"unbelievers" should be shunned or
outcast.
Holding mass record-bumings,
publishing books outlining the belids ot other religions (or even other
sects of Christianity) and explaining
why these beliefs are Satanic, and
bombing abortion clinics (killing innocent people in the process) do not
exactly exemplify Jesus Christ’s tea-

chings of forgi veness (Luke 6:29)
and patience (Matt. 18:21-22).
Lest I, also, be branded a witch or

a heathen, allow me to say that I realize that not all Christians or Christian churches are like this. I understand this full well. The point I’m
concerned about it is the growing
number of individuals and groups
that are like this.
If we as a people cannot overcome
our tendencies to persecute our fellow men and women on the basis of
Jesus condemned 2,((X) years ago.
personal ideology, how can we ever
Another disturbing trend in Chris- hope to overcome the more obvious
tianity today is the tendency to put excuses for persecution such as

color, sex and nationality?
It’s truly sad to see how little love
exists today in so many -Christian"
churches, as Jesus Christ was perhaps the ultimate advocate of universal love for humanity. When so
much of Christ’s teaching was based
upon love, how can one hope to gain
spiritually from studying his teaching in a loveless environment?
In closing, permit me to quote
Paul from 2 Timothy 3:1-5. Paul is
describing the last days. and perhaps
those who are Christians may wish
to examine their own church and its
leaders to see if they fall into the
group of which Paul spoke.
"This know also, that in the last
days perilous times shall come. For
men shall be lovers of their own
selves. covetous, boasters, proud,
blasphemers, disobedient to parents,
unthankful, unholy, without natural
affection, trucebreakers, false accusers, incontinent, fierce. despisers of
those that are good, traitors, heady,
highminded, lovers of pleasures
more than lovers of God: having a
form of Godliness, but denying the
power thereof: from such turn
away."
Derek Hiemforth
Freshmen
Drama

Lifestyles may differ, but not people
Most Californians have never
seen a white Christmas.
It’s kind of sad. really. No Jack
Frost nipping at your nose, no
fluffy white snow flakes melting on
your cheeks while you sing
Christmas carols. No sitting in
front of the Christmas tree, watching the moonlight through the
window as it sparkles on the blue white snow.
Last Christmas season was the
first I spent in San Jose. Everything
seemed so fake. People were carolling on my porch in surfer shorts.
I was hyped when my brother suggested we chop down our
Christmas tree. An hour later, we
were standing in the middle of a lot,
next to the expressway, chopping
down one of the strategically
planted trees in 70-degree weather.
I guess I’d forgotten where I was for

Of course, being 2400 miles
away, there’s bound to be some differences between the two areas.
My first moment of pure culture
shock came when I went into a
local sandwich shop. What a disaster. They wanted to put hot peppers
on my pastrami sandwich, and
what was meant to pass as Swiss
cheese didn’t even have holes in it.

Mary Hayes
lifestyles are pretty much the same.
Climates may change and landscapes may differ, but we’re all cut
from the same cloth. Of course,
unless your from a real tiny town.
But I’ve seen just as many of those
in Sonoma County as I’ve seen in
Michigan.

I can already see scowling faces.
making remarks such as. "If you
don’t like it, leave it. Our freeways
are crowded enough as it is." But I
do like it, and I feel privileged to be
the part of a growing and dynamic
city. I’m just saying that
Californians might want to open
themselves up more to the ways of
the world. After all, that’s what free
countries are for.

those who are new to San Jose State,
For
let me give you a little warning: The
school has an attitude problem.
Call me naive, but when I first enrolled. I
actually thought the various offices and
departments would be glad to see me. The
acceptance letter I received oh-so-long-ago
had sounded friendly enough.
Sometime, somewhere, someone among
this university’s powers-that-be forgot why a
college exists. SJSU was suddenly thought of
not as a place of higher learning, but as a selfserving institution.
Unfortunately for students and instructors
alike, this new idea became very popular. So
popular, in fact, that it evolved into the fullblown bureaucracy students know today.
Isn’t it amazing how so many of today’s
student services seem to be everything but
student-service oriented’?
The financial aid office is the traditional
example, but in an attempt not to beat that
subject (and office) into the ground, I’ll do my
best to leave it alone.
My complaint lies with whoever is
responsible for dealing with SJSU’s chronic
parking problem. Consider how it has been
handled (or mishandled) to date.
As enrollment has increased, so has the
number of cars searching for spaces. The
prompt and timely building of our eventuallyto-be-opened Recreation and Events Center
removed an entire lot in which students could
park, and construction on the Aquatics Center
has eaten up even more streetside parking
spaces.
has the administration reacted to this
How
self-induced shortage of parking spaces’?
By raising parking fees from $33.50 to
$81 a semester.
If the school weren’t so interested in
making a buck, parking at SJSU would be
redesigned, expanded and, heaven forbid,
free.
Students should not have to pay money to
park their cars, so they can pay money to
attend classes, and in some cases pay money to
live here.
If students can’t find or afford parking.
they’ll stop attending SJSU. If students stop
attending, there won’t be an SJSU.
I pity the university’s public relations
officials. No matter how slick they manage to
make the campus look, day-to-day interaction
with its offices will overcome the best of
advertising.
During my four years here, the Admission
and Records office, the math department, :he
journalism department and even the finam ial
aid office have lost portions of my file.
With approximately 26,000 people
attending. I’m not really bothered by an
occasional mistake or two. What does ho her
me is that when there’s a screw-up, it’s if e
student who has to fill out all the appropt de
forms to fix the mistakes.
I don’t think it’s too much to ask for
departments to take responsibility for thi
actions, including the mistakes.
I hope that sometime, somewhere,
someone among this university’s decisiA
makers will realize that it is suicidal to ., irate
the people who are paying to be here.
Douglas Alger is the Entertainmeni
Editor. He hopes that everyone found a
convenient parking space this morning and
that the financial aid office doesn’t decide to
misplace his entire file out of spite.

a moment.

Most Californians haven’t experienced a white Christmas because
they usually don’t vacation further
east than Reno. Nobody ever wants
to go hack East on vacation unless
it’s the Big Apple. and all the snow
is gray there anyway.
I moved to San Jose in January.
1987 from Ann Arbor, Michigan.
It’s a small city, home to one of the
best universities in the country, so
it’s very contemporary and cultured
for it’s 130.000 residents. Patience
was the first thing I had to improve
in San Jose, Once. I was at a
friends’ house, and he pulled out a
Talking Heads album and put it on
the turntable.
"You probably have never heard
of these guys, being from Michigan
and all, but they’re really good." he
insisted. After a long moment of
disbelief on my part, I asked him if
he’d ever heard of the Beatles.
Another time I was at D.B.
Cooper’s and someone pointed out
that they probably don’t have places
like this in Michigan. And probably the funniest moment of igno-

rance came right after I moved
here, when a friend of mine complimented me on an outfit I’d bought
in Ann Arbor, a cute and not very
wild, pink jump suit. He said I must
have already done some shopping
since I’d been living in California
because they probably wouldn’t sell
that in Michigan. I told him that,
yes, I’d left my dungarees and
com-cob pipe back home. A look of
puzzlement clouded his face,
Wherever you go, people’s

SHHH!

ER...EH...
JOE...
COULD
YOU KEEP
YOUR
DISTANCE.

WHAT?!
WHAT’S
WRONG
WITH
SOCIAL
JUSTICE?

IT
MEANS
HIGHER
TAXES!

"-;ROTECTING
WILDLIFE’?
REGULATING
INDUSTRIES)
FUNDING

mis IS

NOT A
GOOD
TIMETO
BE A
UBERAL!

SOMEBODY MUST UKE
ME! HEY MIKE, OLD
BUDDY! TALK TO ME!

SOCIAL
PROGRAMS?

v
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Center buys
Steinbeck’s
letters, photos

Looking for s
"Montana- Bruce slowed his overloaded grocery cart and deftly
speared a brown bag I
the gutter.
Inside the hag. Bruce found his prize. Ah. two more 16ouncers,’ he said. When there aren’t many cans around.
sometimes I’ll ask students for change."
For many transients wandering through SJSU, asking students
for money and rummaging in garbage cans is an existence.
When a street person hits up Chris Budenbender for spare
change, it seems like a toll crossing.
"They make you feel pathetic if you don’t give them anything."
said Budenbender. a 20-year-old junior majoring in aviation.
"They smell and keep following you. I’ll usually just give them
a quarter to keep them off my back."
"Don the Transient,- as he wanted to he called, sees little wrong
with approaching strangers for money.
"People look at the world differently," Smith said. "I look at it
as a way to survive and as a way to have fun. But the big thing is the
police. When you’re out on the street. you’ve got to deal with the
police."
Back on Fast San Fernando Street, "Montana" Bruce plucked
the cans off a bent nail sticking out of a dirty broomstick.
"Seems like I’m finding a lot of tall cans today." he said.
With one swill motion, Montana flattend each can with a crusher
nailed to the back of his cart and tossed them into a bulging. plastic
sack.
"After I get a few more, I’ll take this down to the place on
Monterey Road," he said. "I can get about six bucks for them.’
Montana says he hates the lines at the soup kitchen.
Besides mentioning that he is weary of soup, Montana said,
"Whenever there is good stuff, most of the people who work there
get to eat first.
"If you go to the Rescue Mission. you have to sit through that
church thing before they’ll feed you," he said.
Collecting cans and panhandling. Montana is able to raise
enough money to buy his own meals.
"Asking people for money ain’t so hard, and it ain’t
usually my style, but all they can do is say no." he said.
Since he lost his job building gazebos three years
ago, Montana said he’s been on the streets.
Siegrid Morse, a junior majoring in behavioral
science, said she doesn’t find it threatening when a
street person asks her for change, hut she’s also firm in her response.
"No."
"I don’t give them money, because it won’t do any good,"
Morse said. "I would rather tell them a place they could go - like a
shelter or a soup kitchen
than just give them change. I don’t see
the point," Morse said.
"I don’t feel that threatened when I’m at 7- I I and they ask;" she.
said. "What’s ironic is when you see one street person asking
another for nioney.
’’It’s a community problem,’ Morse said. I don’t feel guilty
when I don’t give money. hut I also think that we need to do
something about it."
Don the Transient, 3 I, has been on the streets for about three
years and said it feels like putting a gun to your chest when you ask
people for money all day and come away empty.
"There’s a lot of fear when you ask and keep asking and get
turned down," he said. "I’ve gone a whole week without getting a
nickel before. I’ve lived on eating grass before."
Craig Williams figures begging by bulk is the best way to come
up with enough change for a McDonald’s meal. The more people he
asks the closer he’ll get to reaching 95 cents the going rate for a
cheeseburger.
What bothers Williams about being homeless is worrying where
he’s going to go to the bathroom in the morning.
.1 :,400c,times, i0e,Ivarcttla 404, a place beicaussithere amasisrtinarry
peopie_out in the morning., ’
Choing transients off theiWU campus,:ts,rvot a top priority for
the University Police Department, but there is a clear policy. "We generally discourage them from being on campus," Lt.
Shannon Maloney of UPI) said. "When we do find someone who is
on campus like that, we give them a field interrogation, ask for
identification anti find out who they are. We’ve generally been
successful with that approach."
"It’s a raw deal," Don the Transient said. "I’m just waiting for
my rosebud to come in. When push comes to shove and people
around here won’t give me change. I gia..Whe cans. I’m tired of it,
but it’s what I got to do."
Sean

By Martin (711erk
Daily staff writer
Letters and photographs of author
John Steinbeck tell a story of war,

family and a presidential friendship
Now, SJSU students can see the collection on campus.
The Steinbeck Research Center
recently obtained five letters written
by Steinbeck in the mid-1960s to his
son John, who fought in Vietnam.
Center Director Susan Shillinglaw
bought then i at a June auction in
Denver.
The letters ranged from 1.44X) to
$1.700. Shillinglaw said. The most
expensive was a long letter that was
"really a transcript of a phone conversation that he had with Thom (his
oldest son)," she said.
The center also bought several
photographs including one, autographed by Lyndon Johnson. of
Steinbeck with the former president.
Another photo recorded his son
John’s christening.
Shillinglaw also acquired the
scrapbooks of Steinbeck’s second
wife, Gwyn.
The center paid nearly $5,(V) for
the items, she said. The money came
from the center’s budget, the arts
and humanities department and the
Arts and Humanities Alumni Association, she said.
"The most interesting thing about
the letters," Shillinglaw said, "arc
Isis references to his relationship
with his son Thom. which was rocky
at that time."
She said Steinbeck wanted to be a
good father, but sometimes fell short
because of the work he put into writ
ing.
"His relationship with his sons
was never an easy relationship although he loved them." she said.
Steinbeck also mentions President
Johnson in several of the letters,
Shillinglaw said.
In one letter, Steinbeck writes,
"He (President Johnson) always
asks if I have heard from you this
son John) and he asks to see your letters. And sometimes I just happen to
have one with me."
The center also bought letters
written by the younger John Stein beck to his father. In one of them.
the son writes to Steinbeck about
leaving a helicopter in Vietnam.
"Thirty seconds after I got out,"
John Steinbeck Jr. wrote, "what appeared to be a 75 -millimeter recoiless rifle got it (his helicopter), and I
was the only one to get out alive.
The pilot was trapped. and burned to
death. Well. I hit the ground with
my stupid tape recorder and M- lb,
and just started shooting."
The letters Steinbeck showed to
President Johnson influenced one of
the leader’s major speeches. Shillinglaw said.
Steinbeck and Johnson were close
friends and the author supported
many of the president’s policies, she
said. Steinbeck received the Presidential Medal of Freedom.
During the war. Steinbeck the author traveled to Vietnam.
"Steinbeck went over to Vietnam
when he was rather ill and advised
against it by his doctor," Shilling law said.
’I think their (the letters’) importance is for anyone studying Stein.
beck’s relation with his family,- she
said. "I think they’re important for
anyone studying his political views
and his relationship with the president.
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Soccer team suffers loss to Stanford
By Darren Sahedra
Daily staff writer
SJSU soo.ei pia), er Jim Rag narsson returned to
the lineup against Stanford Wednesday. hut his two
goals weren’t enough as the Spartans dropped their
fourth straight game, 5-3. at Spartan
nowho
ssiamissed
ngaRmthe
uidlast
atS three games of
SJSU’s recent road trip because of a groin injury,
opened the scoring at 334 in the first half with an
unassisted goal
On the play. Stanford goalie Chris Helling
came out too far to pick up the ball. Ragnarsson,
sprinting alotw from his fon.vard position, kicked it
by him and into an empty net for the goal.
The goal was Ragnarsson’s sixth. He leads the
team in scoring.
"Jon played well considering he hasn’t had any
training." SJSU Coach Julius Menendez said. "It
was good to have him in there."
But Stanford, which improved its record to 6-0,
came right back.
Cardinal Juan Garcia connected on a corner
kick w oh teammate Rhett Harty, who scored at
point blank range on SJSU goalie Mike Taft.
Harty gave the Cardinal a 2-1 advantage with
24:36 left in the half when he drilled a 35 -foot shot
past a diving Taft.
"Those were two beautiful goals by Harty
Stanford Coach Sam Koch said. "First class all the
way."
Stanford added to its lead with 15:53 left before
intermission on another corner kick. This time Garcia via, on the receiving end.
Bill Bollengier lobbed a the kick into a crowd of.
plavers in front of the goal. Garcia emerged from
the group, controlled the ball and headed it into the
right side of the goal. The score was 3-1.
"We didn’t play well in the first half," Menendez said. I had them arranged wrong. They were
in a ss stem that wasn’t working. I am to blame for
their play ."
In the second half. the Spartans came back rejuvenated

Injured player returns,
scores two goals for SJSU

oug luran - Sarly sta I photographer
’A Stanford soccer player makes an attempt to
steal the hall from Spartan Jon Ragnars.
.
Two and a half minutes into the second half.
SJSU narrowed Stanford’s lead to 3-2 on a pin

ot the Cardinal playbook.
Eric Eberle. kicking from the same corner
where Stanford was successful in the first half, connected with Steve Shulz who scored with a header.
"They came out storming in the second half,"
Koch said. "Their front runners were quick and our
kids didn’t move the ball well. It was a battle.
The battle, however, turned into another twogoal lead for the Cardinal 18 minutes later.
Stanford’s Mark Sernioli dribbled the ball down
the left side and appeared to have a shot in front of
the goal, but was tripped on the play.
Sentioli was awarded a penalty kick. Tan deflected his shot, but Semioli chased the ball and followed it into the empty net. The score gave the Cardinal a 4-2 lead with 24:11 left in the game.
With 11:52 left. SJSU trimmed the margin to 43 when the Cardinal was penalized for head butting
Ragnarsson. Ragnarsson’s penalty kick scooted by
Helling’s left side for the score.
Ragnarsson’s goal was SJSU’s last threat at the
Stanford net.
The Cardinal concluded the scoring with 57
seconds left on another penalty kick. Cardinal Chris
Proch broke away in front of the goal, but Taft
tripped him.
"I knew we’d have a tough game with San
Jose.- Koch said. "We knew they weren’t playing
as well as they could be. If they play like they did
tonight, they ’re going to win a lot of games."
Menendez was pleased with his team’s effort in
the second half.
"Stanford was very good." he said. "They’re
undefeated and a balanced team. They are able to
bring guys off the bench who are as good as the
guys on the field. I was pleased with the way we
played, especially in the second half.’
S.ISIl’s record dropped to 1-4.
’Ilic Spartans will open Big West play against
Fresno State Saturday at Spartan Stadium.
"Fresno will be about the same level as Stanford," Menendez said. "They’ll be tough. That’s
the kind of balance there is now.-

Zac
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Fan Apathy Continues

Spikers still confident despite player injuries
By Stan Carlberg
Daily stall writer
Although injuries may plague the "appearance" ot
the SJSU Women’s Volleyball team, the players don’t
seem to have slowed down as they face their next game
against St. Mary’s Friday.
"We’re not 1(X) percent right now." said SJSU Head
Coach Dick Montgomery. "But we’re at no point where
anyone’s out.’’
Juniors Mona Sualua and Heather McPherson both
suffer from sprained ankles, while junior setter Susie
Laymon pulled some muscles in her back.
With this in mind, Montgomery still has confidence
in his team.
"Even thotigh We have our problems, I don’t think
that we’ll need to be at full strength to beat them," he
said.
The Spartans go into the contest with an impressive
7-0 record, while the young St. Mary’s Gaels are 0-3
With with losses to Cal Poly Pomona, Sari Luis
Obispo and recentl% Fresno State, the Gaels competed in
the Western Invitational at UC-Davis last weekend and
finished with a 2 .1 7 record.

’We’re not 100 percent right
now.’
Dick

Montgomery,
volleyball coach
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the matches counted in the standings.
The Spartans continue to be ranked at 15th in the nation, according to the recent AVCA/Tachikara Coaches
Top 20 Polls,
St. Mary’s, on the other end, goes into its .econd
year of transitton as a Div istota0ne team. But In Hess
head coach Jim Cherniss, nothing could be better than
playing the top teams in the nation before National Association for Intercollegiate Athletics play begins.
"We’re very fortunate to add San Jose State to our
pre -season schedule.- he said. "A team of their caliber
will help us get used to what it takes to play at the Divi-

sion -One level
The Gaels have six starters returning and a crop of
new talent.
Three of them include sophomore hitters Kirsten
George and Julie Sinclair, and freshman setter Tracie
Hajdukox ich.
"We’re not hurting for players.- St. Mary’s Sports
Information Director Sean Gogan said. "We’re still a
very young team. As soon as we get the experience and
adjust to the new coaching, we should be able to win
some big games."
"Every time we’ve stepped out on the floor, we’ve
gotten better." Cherniss said. "Developing our skills
against the best team we can find is a real pigs for us.;
(’herniss comes lit St. Mary’s after"koaching Lx
years at Idaho State. He led Idaho to the NCAA Tournament the past two years and he owns a 106-113 collegiate career record.
After a week’s rest. the Spartans think it was a plus
not to play competitively.
-It was very beneficial for us," Montgomery said.
"The time off has given us time to work out our
kinks and work on our weaknesses.

Jose has something to pro. e.
San
I chuckle when I read of how serious people in
this valley are about having a 20,188) seat sports
arena or bringing down the Giants front the ’Stick.
In the two seasons I have watched SJSU football,
attendance has been pathetic.
Sadly, this is nothing new. I remember last season
with stars like Mike Perez, James Saxon and Greg
Cox, and sporting an 8-I record and drawing only
20010 against Pacific.
I’ve heard gripes about the lack of big -name opponents SJSU plays, but how can we attract football
powerhouses to San Jose if we don’t exhibit any
resemblance of fan support. If we want to see a Notre
Dame, we have to attend the Long Beach State games
first.
Another excuse is that students work on the weekends. It would Went to me that students back east or in
the South have jobs too and college football stadiums
there are packed.
The SJSU football schedule reads., "Spartan PrideCatch It!" Perhaps it should more appropriately say
"Spartan Fan Apathy -Witness It!"
By last season’s victories over Cal and Stanford.
SJSU football proved they are the Bay Area’s finest on
the gridiron.
Last week Stanford hosted USC, and drew 40.000
more fans than did the SJSU-Oregon State game. I
understand USC is a bigger draw, but keep in mind
Stanford doesn’t even start school until Sept.26 and
the Cardinal finished 5-6 in 1987.
you imagine the crowd at Spartan Stadium
Can
for an SJSU football game in say. early
August. It would be worse than the crowds
the Giants have been drawing lately.
As a native Southern Californian, I heard the rap
that we’re fair- weather fans. You know, fill up the
stadium when the team is good and desert them when
their fortunes go had. After seeing 17.000 at Spartan
Stadium last Saturday I thought if I’m a fair-weather
fan, people in this area must be boarded up waiting for
a monsoon.
Why is that’?
Because SJSU football last season was merely a
touchdown away from an undefeated campaign. The
1986 season brought SJSU a California Bowl championship.
Head Coach Claude Gilbert has had only one losing
season in his four years at SJSU and in 12 seasons as a
NCAA Division One head coach, he’s been a winner
nine times. What else does he have to prove’?
There are on four home4antes this year. so it’s not
we have the luxury of saying. "Oh I’ll catch them next
week."
Before we can have professional franchises in San
Jose, something has to be proven: adequate support
for SJSU football.
Surprise me. Be at the game Oct. 22 against Utah
State.

SJSU water polo club opens second season with match against Chico
By Reggie Burton
Daily staff writer
Head Coach Mike Monsees says
the idea behind the water polo club is
to promote a positive attitude toward
athletics at SJSU.
The club begins its second season
today against CSU-Chico at 3:30
p.m. in the new Recreation Center
Pool.
Monsees says the SJSU athletic
department does not fund the club.
which uses its own resources for ex
penses.
"We are a self-supported program
in the sense that we are not acknov, I
edged by the university." said Mon sees, a 40-year-old graduate student.
"This is our second season and
there has been a positive response
front students not just here, but at
other schools as well.- Monsees
said.
Last season, the club had 12 members. This season, the coach will
have 24 players to choose from -- a
definite advantage in light of the

club’s tough schedule.
The schedule includes the NorCal
Tournament at Santa Clara University. Schools scheduled to compete
are: SJSU. Fresno State, Oregon
State. Pacific. California. UCLA
and host Santa Clara.
SJSU went 14-8 last season. With
the influx of new members. Monsees
is not sure what to expect this season.
"When you begin a season, espe-

’Airily with new pias iI . It’s hard to
predict what’s going I r happen.- he
said.
Monsees said that new members
Jeramy King. Mitch Dulleck and
goalie Richard Maher should make
contributions.
As water polo coach at SJSU front
1971-76, Monsees said OW program
was on the rise during hi, last season
in 1976 after a second place finish.
But it suffered two consecutive last-

pl,i,
ct’

I ir ’,hes in the now-detunct Pa- funding.
club is a labor ol love.
.,,,ist Athletic Association.
"It’s like a community hobby for
After a brief stint coaching the
MOI1Sees blames the poor showings
water polo teams at Oak Grove and me." he said. "But I’m happy about
decreased funding.
Willow Glen high schools. Mon - the positive things the club is
"The funding started to decrease sees’ work with the SJSU water polo doing."
in 1976," Monsees explained
"When that happened, the program
suffered. After I left. I’m not sure
TWILITE SHOWS BEGIN DAILY 9 19, ALL SEATS 3.50"
what happened."
According to the sports information office. 1980 was the last season
when the water polo team received

Magnificent...a unique, infinitely
moving homage to Van Gogh."

INTRODUCING SUBAK

Judy Stone, S.F.CHRONICLE
"The most profound exploration of an artist’s soul

SUBAK is a full contact event
with a blend of professional
boxing, wrestling and agressive line play from the gridiron. SUBAK is a test of skill,
physical agility and mental
toughness.

ever to be put on film. VINCENT is an experience no
presumably civilized moviegoer can afford to miss!"
-Andrew Sams, THE VILLAGE VOICE
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’Super Tag’ offers students
variety of Mexican dishes
II%
.

,:th Pels
!.iff writer

1,1 the past two year.. Mama
Hogan has enjoyed Super Taqueria
and the Spanish music that tills its
three rooms.
Its nice to get a little bit of culture now and then." said the SJSU
senior "The music helps me forget
;Mout everything for a while.’
The jukebox is broken now. hut
the restaurant, with its orange Formica tables. is far from quiet. Super
laquena’s menu and low prices ensure a steady stream of customers.
Michael Ta) kw. an SJSU student
who lives off campus, appreciates
tieing able to fill his stomach for less
han $3.
"I’m tn, mg to get into the engineering program and it’s hard wi irk.

s,I eed hotel to. K1 than I can
co,
Taylor said.
1. lent: Garcia and her three chilaen frequent the South 10th Street
restaurant on weekends
"We live close and it’s good not
to have to cook all the time." Garcia
said.
Her children entertained themselves with video games at one of the
room’s rear walls. According to Garcia, they finished their meals in
about five minutes.
Garcia ordered quesadillas made
with corn tortillas at 75 cents each,
and quesadillas with flour tortillas
for $1.25. Quesadillas also come
ith ineat at an extra charge.
Hogan tell "stuffed" after eating
the steak bonito for $2.10. All burritos come %.% ith beans and choice of

meat, including carnitas (pork) and
chorizo (spicy sausage).
For people with larger appetites.
Super Taqueria offers the Super Burrito packed with beans, a meat of
your choice, avocado, cheese and
sauce for $2.70.
The Super Taco comes with the
same fixings for $2.10.
For $2.25 you can enjoy a Kota
(Mexican sandwich) with steak,
pork, ham or pork loin.
For 30 cents more, patrons can
add avocado, cheese and sour cream
to any selection.
Super Taquena stocks a variety of
imported and domestic beers and
several kinds of soft drinks. In keeping with the Mexican fare, the restaurant also serves "Iatina" juices.

Dave Erickson Daily stall photographer

Super Tacqueria customer waits while his Nlexican food is prepared behind the counter

Blimpie’s sandwich shop
attracts SJSU patrons
By

Mary Hayes

By Douglas Alger

Daily staff writer

Blimpie’s cozy atmosphere and
reasonable food prices have made it
a favorite spot among SJSU students
for years.
Lots of dark wood, plants and
ceiling fans give the cafe a European
flavor. Along with a television.
Blimpie’s back room houses used
books that patrons donate and borrow.
Patrons can also sit outside on a
patio with umbrella-covered tables.
The menu consists mostly of sandwiches superior to those offered by
most of Blimpie’s competition. Deli style lunch meats complement freshbaked breads.
Best of all, the cheeses are real,
not "processed cheese food." Blimpie’s daily special features a large
one-half sandwich and soup or salad
for $3.85.
Besides sandwiches, the cafe offers chili, soups, salads, hot dogs.
frozen yogurt and confections from
local bakeries.
Blimpie’s has a large selection of
beverages with and without alcohol.
It features 50 different bottled beers.
and pitchers of beer for $3.50. The

Bob Beach
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’We try to be very
nice to the
students.’
Jeff Jafari,
BlImpie’s owner
brews come from all over the world
including Germany. Britain, New
Zealand. The Netherlands. Japan
and Mexico.
A good selection of wine coolers
and flavored mineral waters are also
available. A small bar offers a variety of wines and liquors.
Blimpie’s coffee drinks are favorites among regulars. They include
espresso. cappuccino, cafe lane.
mocha and mit shlag.
Owner Jeff Jafari said most of his
customers are SJSU students.
"This is a very friendly place, and
we try to be very nice to the students," he said.
The cafe, located at 80 F.. San
Carlos Street. is open from 8 a.m. to
8 p.m. weekdays and 10 a.m. to 6
p.m. on Saturday and Sunday.

It’s a party all right, and everyone in the Santa Clara Valley is
invited.
Sponsored by the San Jose
Downtown Association, "Destination Downtown" heralds the
revitalization of downtown San
Jose.
"We expect thousands of people to take advantage of our invitation to attend the grand reopening celebration," said Scott
Knies, executive director of the
Downtown Association.
The 10-day event begins today
with more than 60 activities for a
variety of age groups and interests.
Designed to showcase cultural,
educational, and entertainment
activities expected to be a regular
part of San Jose, Destination
Downtown has been financed and
organized by more than RX) nonprofit organizations and companies.
"Downtown wants to give
something to San Jose (today)."
said Knies. "We’re all going to

have a great time."
Destination Downtown will
cover a variety of central downtown locations, with general
boundaries designated by Guadalupe Parkway. Julian Street,
Fourth Street, Highway 280 and
SJSU.
"Behind the city" tours, bicycle and 10K races, special exhibits. concerts, plays, and even a
family health fair are some of the
events planned for the next 10
days. In addition. the Santa Clara
County Transportation Agency is
offering free rides on the light rail
system during both weekends of
Destination Downtown.
"This is not just another city
festival or street fair." said
Chuck Reed, chairman of the
Destination Downtown San Jose
Steering Committee. "These are
types of events that will be happening all the time in downtown."
Civic leaders hope to attract
residents of San Jose and nearby
communities, so they can see and
experience first-hand the revitalization of the downtown area.
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Patrons enjoy their lunches at Rlimpies, a sandwich shop
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San Jose to celebrate
reopening of downtown
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Restaurant and Beer Garden.. .no entrance fee
five entertainment, music 8e dance... $ 7.00
Children under 12.. .free

liochburg Von Germania
261 North 2nd St. San Jose

Tel: 295-4484

This Weekend Starter Discount is valid through Jan. 1, 1989 on
Weekend Economy Fare of two (2) days or more. Offer entitles
renter to a SO% discount on the first day’s rental charge only.
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’Go Go’ restaurant delivers
food and more for patrons
By Darren Sahedra

Prices range from $6.50 for a
small pizza to $15.50 for a large
If you’re looking for something combination.
different in a pizza parlor, then
"Our prices are about the same as
Pizza-a-Go Go is the spot for you.
Domino’s or maybe even a little
Located at 135 W. Santa Clara below." Hammers said.
Street, the Go Go has the appeal of
After two-and -a -half years in
the ’50s and ’60s, and the new -wave business, the Go Go attracts many
’Ws, said Chuck Hammers, the par- SJSU students, he said. On Sunday
lor’s originator and owner.
from 5 to 10 p.m., the parlor fea"We’re very different," Ham- tures an all -you-can -eat -and -drink
mers said. -We have the feel of a special for $6.
diner, with the black and white
"On Sundays we usually draw a
checkered floors."
big fraternity and sorority crowd or
The Go Go is distinct in other just regular State students." Hamways, too. Well -lit, the parlor has mers said.
bright paint splashed on its walls.
On Thursday’s, the Go Go has a
"Most pizza parlors are dark and $1 Corona Beer night.
have lots of woods." Hammers said.
The parlor also receives a lot of
At the Go Go, the pizza has a thick business because of its free delivery.
crust and is fairly spicy. The dough
"We deliver to all of downtown
is prepared four times daily, and all and all of San Jose State out to the
the ingredients are fresh, Hammers airport," he said. "Our radius is
said.
about three miles."
Daily staff writer

The Go Go has become the only
alternative for late-night eating in
downtown San Jose, the owner said.
-When we first opened, 140 percent of our business was the business
crowd at lunch," he said. "Now it’s
really becoming the spot to eat late at
night.
"People from the Oasis. Paradise
Beach, D.B. Cooper’s are out having fun, and usually stop and come
in for a slice of pizza.
The Go Go also does a lot for the
community.
"We have two big philanthropies
a year," Hammers said. "We do
something for Alpha Phi (sorority)
and something in the spring.
’’We also send a lot of pizzas to
local missions and give away pizzas
to art groups," he said. "We get hit
up a lot, but the only time we have to
say no is Friday. Fridays we just
can’t do it."

Kathleen Howe - Daily staff photographer
Pi/la-a-Go

Go provides fresh atmosphere and food for San Jose State students

New look for fast food golden oldie

Spaghetti
Factory
fits budget
and tastes

By Lisa Hannon
Daily staff writer

By Sallie Mattison
Daily staff writer
A brick -paved alley

lined with
wooden benches and wrought -iron
arches leads to another world known
as The Old Spaghetti Factory.
Inside, stained glass windows.
brass bed frames and an old trolley
car lend character to the place.
Fringed satin lamps and red carpet
create an antique air for pasta lovers
who like a little atmosphere with
their food.
Set in the heart of San Pedro
Square, The Old Spaghetti Factory is
a popular spot among SJSU students, said general manager Cameron Danby.
"It’s a great place to bring a
date," he said. "But not if you’re
looking for a really quiet evening. It
gets pretty loud here at night."
Along with the atmosphere, The
Old Spaghetti Factory’s low prices
appeal to students.
Lunches include spaghetti with
five different sauces, two or three
other pasta dishes, sandwiches and
an all -you -can -eat soup and salad
bar. Prices range from $2.75 to
$4.95. averaging about $3 for sandwiches and $4 for pasta.
Dinners feature the same dishes
with larger portions, and include
salad, all -you -can -eat sourdough
bread. spumoni ice cream and coffee

Kathleen A Howe Daily staff

photographer

People eat in a cable car at The Old Spagheiti Factory’
and tea or milk at prices ranging at Evergreen College, agrees.
from $3.75 to $6.65. Children’s
"The food here is inexpensive
dishes cost $2.95.
the price is right for student budPasta dishes include fettuccini. gets," he said.
tortellini and lasagne.The restaurant
The Old Spaghetti Factory is open
also maintains a full -service bar.
for lunch Monday through Friday
Matthew G. Lopez, who lives 11:30 a.m. to 2 p.m. Dinner is
near SJSU. sees The Old Spaghetti served from 5 to 10 p.m. Monday
II p.m. FriFactory as a popular hangout for stu- through Thursday. 5 to
day and Saturday nights, and 4 to 10
dents.
p.m. on Sunday.
"I come here a lot, and there’s al"The students have a good time
ways a lot of students," he said. "A
here," Danby said. "The only drawlot of good times happen here,"
back
is that we’re very busy."
Eric David Carr, a nursing student

The Golden Arches are gone.
The McDonald’s on Third and
San Carlos streets went through a
transformation and emerged with a
slick look that resembles the rest of
downtown San Jose.
The building used to look like almost every McDonald’s in the Bay
area. Today it has park benches and
cement planters with green shrubbery Sci that patrons can’ at outside
said manager Carol Mukasa.
Cream -colored awnings frame
each window and bottled glass out
lines both doors, giving the buildins
a modern, yet ’50s look.
The biggest change is inside.
Gone is the military lineup of plastic
booths, making room for islands of
seating. Light gray tables with gray
and white bar stools have replaced
the booths.
The color scheme contains gray.
black and white with accents of marble. Black pillars support the inside
structure with green plants around
them.
The dining room decor has
touches of art deco.
"It is a new, upscaled dining
room." Mukasa said.
The lamps on the wall are brass colored and resemble howls. They
shed little light just enough to illuminate the wall.
The restaurant was closed during
July for the major construction.

said a cusIt looks better rum
tomer, Katrina Martine,. IS.
"The clamshell grills reduce
cooking time by half," Mukasa said.

with barbecue sauce.
Her 5 -year-old brother Juan -Jose.
agreed with her choice of McNuggets, but added a favorite of his own.
"I like the McDITs too." he
Candy Jackson, swing manager.
said the most popular meal is a Big said.
You can still buy a hamburger,
Mac, fries and a Coke.
fries and Coke for under $2. But if
cheeseAlthough munching on a
your taste buds desire something
burger, Julia Cabrera, 6, said her fa- more exotic, you can order an orienvorite meal is Chicken MeNuggets tal chicken salad.

GRANDE PIZZERIA SPECIAL OFFER
ONE TIME ONLY
Grande is giving you the
best prices on delicious
pizzas. Plus you can keep
using the coupon until
each size pizza is bought!
0
0
O
0

nitisomeamminnt"--

Small 2 item pizza $6.00
Medium 2 item pizza $7.00
Large 2 item pizza $8.00
X -large 2 item pizza $9.00

GOOD FOR
TAKE OUT
ORDERS
ONLY

OFFER EXPIRES OCT.. 9, 1988
SALES TAX NOT INCLUDED

150 E SAN CARLOS ON THE CORNER OF 4th ST (408)292-2840

"We closed just after July 4 and
opened again on Aug. 8," Mukasa
said. " People are still learning that
we’re open.
Mukasa said most people seem to
favor the new look.

GO FROM "C. " TO "4

Peanuts? offers campus community
inexpensive morning, mid-day fare
By Martin Cheek
Daily staff writer

Most people seem to like Peanuts?
sandwich shop for the same reason:
The food is good and it fits into a
student’s budget.
Matt Durham, a senior majoring
in photojournalism, says he likes the
"cheap food.
"It’s always consistent and you
know what to expect," he says.
And the food is always good."

Sean Jackson, who lives in the
area, says he likes the sandwiches
served at Peanuts?.
"They serve some damn good
food," he says, "The sandwiches
are pretty tasty." The prices are also
fair for the portions served, Jackson
says.
Rick Sanchez. a senior majoring
in graphic design, also appreciates
the low prices.
See PEANUTS, page II

Community
Clinic
Services
offered:

*Gynecological
Services

Drop-in
Health Services
Pregnancy testing for Women

)

El Art Supplies
LI Graphic Art Materials

287-0420
696 F. Santa Clara St.
Suite 208, San Jose 95112
across from San Jose Hospital

".g

)
)

5% DISCOUNT
TO SJSU
STUDENTS

3

SAll JOSE ART
4

481 S. Bascom
San Jose

31 W. San Fernando
San Jose

408-298-8422

408-294-7773

Open M F 9 9
Sat 10 5 30 Sun IS 5

Open

Ends October 1

M F 9-5

Valid Student ID. Required

221er-NVL .’.’,.%;,raZAS4tf’IMMMMMIWErT’TT7T

sALEs

Disk Holders
$ 5 99
$5 99
Mouse Pads
3 . 5 Floppy Disk (Sony) $1999
5,25 Floppy Disk (JVC) $19 9 9
Box of Computer Paper $12 50

LI Stats and Halftones

Attractive
Surroundings

* with this ad 10% discount on
initial exam or free pregnancy test

TERM PAPER SPECIALS

Stock up Now and Save!

0 Drafting Supplies

Female
Evening and
Clinicians Saturday appointments

(408)

25% off Everything

Making Women’s
health Care a
Rewarding, Positive
Experience

Womens

WHEN ITS TERM PAPER TIME
COMPUTEP WEPX CAN HELP.

Back to School

SER ICE
St

MAC HARD DRIVES
APPLE CRATE
20
40
60

MEG
MEG
MEG

- $560 00
- $770 00
- $839 ’00

2 YEAR WARRANTY
CABLES & SOFTWARE

COMPUTER WERX
ix)wrcrowN SAN JOSE

95 S. MARKET
CALL: 297-WERX

I
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Phoenix Bookstore combines
food, drinks with conversation
Local coffee house offers Bohemian atmosphere
By Sean Mu’caster
Daily staff writer
Whether a student wants the solace of a library or a cafe au lait and
some conversation. the Phoenix
Bookstore and Espresso Cafe may he
just the ticket.
Located in San Pedro Square. the
popular hangout is about a 10-minute walk from campus.
Although the menu may be "prices’’ for sonic students, the variety
of cot fee.. mousses and tortes, along
with a spacious atmosphere make
The Phoenix a great place for study
or conversation.
A variety of music ranging from
Bach concertos to Dave Ftrubeck
jazz to The Sty le Council and l0,(810
Maniacs plays at The Phoenix.
"In our library, people and students can find the solitude they

need," said Cortina Bettencourt, a
part-time worker.
"Students can come here and not
feel that they are so out of the social
scene and still get some studying
done.’ she said.
The Phoenix also hosts lecturers
and poetry readings. Bettencourt
said.
"It’s more than just a place to
drink coffee," she said, "but also a
place to intellectualize and share
ideas."
The menu includes tasty muffins
for $1.25. The chocolate cheesecake
is expensive at $2.95, but worth it.
The
Phoenix serves vegetable
quiche as well.
On the lighter side, the vegetarian
lasagne and pasta salads are well prepared. Fruit salad is also available.

The house blend coffee is X.
cents, with refills at 35 cents. The
cafe au lait ($1.75) is excellent and
served with chocolate, cinnamon
and a mikado stick cookie.
"Not only do we just get students. Bettencoun said. "We get
some of the older crowd, too. People
who come in after the symphony
stop by. And we get people who
come in after dinner for dessert or to
relax .
The Phoenix also sells greeting
cards, priced from 60 cents to $2.00.
It also features a collection of old
black and white photo cards.
The Phoenix is open seven days a
week, including holidays, from 8
a.m, until midnight. Smoking is permitted upstairs.

Record shop offers rock to classical
By Denise Zapata
Daily staff writer
For those with a spare ’is), an
original copy of The Beatles ’Yesterday and Today" album is available at Underground Records in
downtown San Jose.
Located at 371 South First St.. the

store offers approximately. 700,000
new and used records, ranging from
rock to classical.
"Yesterday and Today" is particularly valuable because of its cover.
The original, termed the "butcher"
cover, pictured the band amid dismembered baby dolls and bloody

Gteg Walton

Daily staff pholographe

Thurston Anderson, a chemist . shops at 1 nderground Records

meat.
Its U.S. release met with vehement protest, forcing the record
company, Capitol. to replace the
cover with a less controversial one.
The album is just one in a special
collection of rare albums kept in two
locked boxes near the back of the
store. Their prices range from $10 to
$300.
Manager Becky O’Bryan said she
recently sold a picture disk featuring
David Bowie in full drag for $350.
Most of the store’s business, however, is more mainstream, she said.
"The emphasis is on modern
music the ’Live 105’ crowd,"
O’Bryan said.
Underground Records also handles ;00 to 300 special orders a week
for out-of-print and hard-to-find re
cords. O’Bryan said the oldest re
cord request came for a 45 -inch sin
gle from 1925.
She finds the records through con
tacts with other record stores and
collectors, and by scouring garage
sales and flea markets.
"People say records are becoming
obsolete, but I don’t think so,"
O’Bryan said. "Records are so collectable, with the album covers and
liner notes: You don’t get that with a
(’El"
SJSU alumna Pat O’Gara founded
the store 20 years ago. She opened
the small business in the basement of
a pillow shop on San Fernando St.,
thus inspiring the name "Underground Records.
Today the store is above ground.
and houses an adjoining smoke shop
along with a private archive of rare
records not available to the public.
O’Gara will, however, make copies
of the records upon customer request.
"Underground Records sports a
distinct atmosphere. Incense always
burns and intermingled with the imported European posters on the walls
are pictures of musical artists, drawn
by O’Bryan’s artist brother. Mark
O’Bryan.
The store is open Monday through
Saturday. 1.2 p.m. to 9 p.

Peanuts: Sandwich shop attracts student
From paRe 7
"The prices are budget." he says
of the restaurant, located on East San
Fernando Street across from the Administration Building. "You don’t
want to fork out a lot of money just
for breakfast.**
Breakfast has been a
major draw for Peanuts? customers
for years. Since the Chang family
moved from Korea and bought the
place seven years ago, breakfast has
cost 99 cents and included two eggs,
hashbrowns and toast.
This semester, the price for breakfast increased hi $1.49.
At 6:30 a.m., the customers arrive. Many are SJSU students who
don’t want to hassle with preparing
the day’s first meal at home, said
Myun Sik Chaeg, the owner’s son
I think it (breakfast) is pretty
popular, Chang said. "A kit of
people eat breakfast here."
He estimated that last semester, at
least 4(X) people came every morn-

ing for the 99-cent meal.
The restaurant’s decor is simple.
A wooden counter stands in the center of the dining area with wooden
tables and chairs surrounding it.
Electronic beer signs hang throughout the place.
(7ustomers line up at the grill area
and place their orders directly with
the cook. Tae Hak Chang, who also
owns the restaurant.
Tae Hak Chang cooked for American Gls in Korea, says his son.
Patrons can choose from a wide
variety of sandwiches. Most cost
less than $3 and include either salad
or french fries.
Customers can take their orders to
the tables by the window and watch
SJSU’s traffic by. They can also
dine in front of the wide-screen TV,
perhaps watching a Spartan football
game.
The house specialty is the Peanuts’? Burger -- a peppersteak with
cheese, lettuce, tomato and pickles

if

on a sesame -seed bun.
Myun Sik Chang said a lot of fraternity members and engineering
students eat at Peanuts?.
"All the time, the same people
(come in)." Chang said. "A lot of
people call me ’The Peanuts’? Guy
I’m a very popular guy in San Jose. I
think."
Happy hour runs from 2 p.m. to 4
p.m. Chang said it starts early because many faculty members and
students go to the restaurant after
classes to "have a beer.
Chang said he didn’t know when
the restaurant originally opened, but
thinks it might have been about 40
years ago.
Peanuts? is open from 6:30 am
to 7 p.m. on weekdays. and until
p.m. on Saturday. The restaurant is
closed on Sunday.
Peanuts? is located at 275A East
San Fernando St., across from cant pus.

Larry Strong --- Daily staff photographe

Patrons enjoy the atmosphere, food and drinks at the Pheonix bookstore downtown

Local thrift store popular with students
By Dan Turner
Daily staff writer
At the Bay Area Hotline thrift
store, art collectors can bu a 6- by
4 -foot Maggie Blake original, picturing a lion chasing a zebra urn a fluorescent green background.
This and other items
some of
which SJSU students might actually
find useful
abound at local thrift
shops. Along with the usual orange
polyester shins awl vinyl shoes, students can find decent clothes and

turniture.
To find the good sit. tt. however.
you have to wade du ugh the junk.
The Community Thrift Store on
South First Street features snow
perfect for
shovels for only $7.98
cleaning off your driveway during
those icy San Jose winters.
The same store also boasts a Stanford University course catalog from
1983 for only $1.48, and a lime green pinstripe suit for $49.98.-. Thrift stores and pawn shops are

Plentiful in tiros turns n San Jose.
where Woolworth’s is revered like
Harrod ’s of 1.ondon or Giorgio’s of
Beverly Hills.
Steve Guggenmous, manager of
the Bay Area Hotline store, says
SJSU students frequently shop there.
’I sold most of my desks to
them:* Guggennious said. "I sold a
couple of beds to sonic football players the other day, too. ’ ’
The most popular. items for stu- .
See THRIFT. page 9
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Victorian House
Restaurant
continental Italian CUiSille
Nostra linos II Lunt ii I )ippo
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408 286-1770
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INTRODUCING SUBAK
SUBAK is a full contact event
with a blend of professional
boxing, wrestling and agressive line play from the gridiron. SUBAK is a test of skill,
physical agility and mental
toughness.

4

ATHLETES in good physical
condition and of good character
We need your involment!
We’re looking for the athlete of
our time The TRUE CHAMPION!
Become part of this new,
exciting,challenging sport!
Call SUBAK today!

SUBAK INTERNATIONAL
111 West St. John Street
San Jose, Ca. 95113
(408) 293-9405

THE NEW PROFESSIONAL SPORT!
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Entertainmerlf
Local club offers laughs
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Pesiva of Santa Clara rides a surfboard connected to a television monitor
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By Teresa I.yddane
Daily staff writer
Kick off the loafers, put 011
some thongs and join the party at
the latest addition to Downtown’s
night life.
Paradise Beach, located at 175
N. San Pedro St., offers a "beach
away from the beach." says club
manager Bob Simpson.
Although the club officially

opened Aug. 3, a private opening
the previous night included guests
like Mayor Tom MeEnery and
Steve Wozniak.
The club’s theme incorporates
various beach elements such as
beach balls, life guard chairs and
even a "mini beach.’ An electronic surfboard allons,. customers to
test their surfing skills minus the
sharks.

The building itself is a renovated warehouse with ample
space for large crowds and dancing. Patrons find the club’s dance
floor a welcome change from the
postage stamp-sized areas found
at most bars.
"It’s great to have enough
room to actually move on the
dance floor," said Bill Gunter,
21. an &1St! senior.

By Stacey DeSalvo
Daily staff writer
When comedian Robin Williams
made a surprise guest appearance at
The Last Laugh in June, it didn’t
surprise club manager Jack Warren.
Warren knows that Williams has a
habit of popping up at clubs around
the country.
And when comedian Jay Leno recently offered to appear at the downtown comedy club the later
cancelled because of a scheduling
problem), it again didn’t surprise
Warren.
The Last Laugh, after all, was one
club where Leno honed his talent
early in his career.
"We had Jay Leno a couple of
times, including New Year’s Eve
1985," Warren said. "The next
New Year’s Eve we had Howie
Mandel."
Warren said that other nationally known comedians appearing at The
Last Laugh have included Pat Paulson, the Unknown Comic and Wayland Flowers and Madame.
"We pretty much use the circuit
comedians," Warren said. "Most of
our headliners have appeared on either Johnny Carson’s ’Tonight
Show’ or on David Letterman’s
’Late Night.’
"We have consistent talent week
after week. We intermix at least one
local comedian per week."
Owner and SJSU graduate Jim
Valentine hired Warren as manager
three years ago. "We felt that there
was a need for a good comedy club
in this area," said Warren, a 1975
SJSU business graduate. "On opening night in 1983. about 5(X) people
showed up. We had to turn away

about 200 of them.
"We strongly urge reservations,
because for about the last six months
we’ve been selling out on average
about five days a week." he said.
The club offers a full bar, plus
several appetizers. Along with reduced rates for groups, the club also
has a weekly business card drawing
for free group admissions.
After Sunday’s show, patrons
gave the club a thumbs up.
"I thought the show was great,"
Nancy Bunch said. "I’ve been here
about 20 times. The prices aren’t

bad."
"Usually they have three acts, but
tonight they had five." said Chris
Cain of San Jose. "The food and
drinks, though, are a little expensise "
Located at 29 N. San Pedro St.,
The Last Laugh offers a 8 p.m. show
every night, and a 10:30 p.m. show
on Friday and Saturday. The cover
charge is $5 Sunday through Thursday, and $8 on Friday and Saturday.
Patrons must be 21 or older and
pay a two-drink minimum each
night.

Thrift: Students find bargains
Front page 8
dents seem to be furniture and clothing, he said.
The Bay Area Hotline is a nonprofit crisis center that collects donations for sale in its thrift store. It also
sells a few new items, especially furniture such as bookshelves and beds.
The store buys them from the manufacturer for a nominal price.
We’re not as big as a lot of other
thrift store operations." said Hotline
executive director Edward McMurray. "We can’t afford to do telemarketing to actively solicit goods."
While outside companies operate
many thrift stores and give a percentage of the profits to charitable organizations, the Hotline store is entirely self-operated. McMurray said.
As a result, the crisis center collects
100 percent of the proceeds.
"We rely on people to call in and

donate gods." McMurray said.
"Mostly M. e end up getting a lot of
furniture. We have a much greater
variety of furniture than most other
places."
Many students cruise thrift shops
in order to find funky, antique clothing unavailable in conventional
stores..
"1 don’t like shopping malls,
that’s a look you buy into," said
Josy Cobb. an SJSU senior majoring
in art.
"At thrift shops, you can find a
look that’s more your own."
Cobb has bought a number of
men’s jackets and "Wish" earrings
at both the Communii!, and Hotline
stores. She typically spends $2 to $3
on a jacket, and occasionally finds
even cheaper items.
’1 just bought a jacket for 79
cents.’’ she said.
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San Jose State Faculty, Students and Staff:
A Special Offer For You..

CONFETTI’S CAFE
AND DANCE CLUB

7

PARTY PLANNER
WEDNESDAY:

*

THURSDAY:

University Night
2 For 1 Coronas
75c Kamikazis
Tequila Poppers

*

FRIDAY:

"Fantastic Flying
Fridays"
FRFF Drawing
Every Friday for
an all expense
paid trip to anywhere in the world

*

SUNDAY:

"Hot Legs" Night

4

MAIM

Get an IBM PS/2 now and save.
PS/2 Model 25
PS/2 Model 50Z
PS/2 Model 70
tAll Systems

LIST PRICE.
$3378.00
$5969.00
$8664.00

Include MOM, DOS 4.0,

YOU SAVE:
$1695.00
$2959.00
$4154.00

SALE PRICE:*
$1683.00
$3010.00
$4510.00

Microsoft Windows 2.1 & Word 4.0; Models

00/. &

Computerland of Almaden
Photo and Sound I ’mow)
ComputerCrat
Netsys/Valcom
Businessland

"1"trIterlSee your deler

Ann Ranganath, Steve ling
haths Mastre. Stands aghoubi
Mike Rayburn
Don Denham
Jack Kumar
Karen Weyland, Bill Dritsch
Chris Shea, Janet Orgil

414

NO COVER CHARGE
you

4011.267.2142
4011.2919610
400.252-3400
4011.241C 1114
40/1.554.9292

for other configurations at 40% savings

IFIVI and Personal Syncrna no muttered trademark. of Intemenonal liusInest Mat hints

Downtown San Jose’s Hottest new Nightclub for
Modern Music and DJ Music
ancing Nightly Wednesday - Sunday, 7pm to 2am
21 and over please

20 Also Include Eecell

San Jose State University has arranged with the following IBM Certified Education Dealers to assist
in obtaining your IBM PS/2.

Ladies Night
"Male Review"
9:30 - 10:30
Choose from a
variety of Drink
Specials.

Pt. en Ikc son Include Tune, Nue, Are Sultptall to (lunge

C
14.

+

IllIllIllIllIl

NFETT1’S

325 S. First St. 2nd floor
(across from Camera One)
Parking located at 2nd 8 San Carlos

(408) 294-1922

Original
Joes
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11 am- 9 pm
nando and First St.

OKTOBERFES
at the
Fairmont Hotel

MEXICO’S
INDEPENDENCE DAY
FESTIVITES
1:30- 4:30 pm

FOOD AND BEVERAGE
BOOTHS
GIANT SCREEN T.V.

TRANSIT MALL DEDICATION
5 pm
FREE
LIGHT RAIL RIDES
after 6 pm

TEN ENCHANTED
EVENINGS
Alive After Five

SPOTLIGHT TOUR
Downtown Nightlife

Fireworks, Light & Sound Show
San Jose Transit Mall Celebration
Free Concerts on the Transit Mall Stage
Turtle Island String Quartet
11 am- 12 noon
Dave Brubeck
12 noon
_

0

o

Hank Ballard and the Midnighters
5:15- 6:15 pm
Pete Escovedo
7- 8:30 pm

SANJtisi 811WNION
ASSOCINITIN

Sponsers: Pacific Bell, American Airlines, KSTS-48, San Jose Jazz Society, Aztlan Academy,
City of San Jose, Alive After Five. San Jose Downtown Association, Budweiser, County Transit, Mc Donald’s

N
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David Rose

Arrests follow pipe protest
MUSCATINE, Iowa I AP) --The
environmental group Greenpeace
said today it had blocked a wastewater discharge pipe from a Monsanto
Co. chemical plant into the Mississippi River and said four of its members were arrested at a demonstration
outside the factory.
Greenpeace identified the people
arrested as Karen Hanlon. 29, and
Annie Leonard, 25, both of San
Francisco; Jim Falvey, 24, of Minneapolis; and Renee Gagnon, 26, of
Chicago.
Monsanto plant manager Tony
Corley said the blockage caused a
shutdown of some operations at this
southeast Iowa city for about two to
three hours, but that operations were
back to normal by noon.
The Muscatine County sheriff’s
office confirmed at least four arrests
but declined to elaborate on the
charges. No violence or injuries
were reported.
’’The purpose of the action was to
stop the production and exportation
of three pesticides that are produced
at this plant - Lasso, Machete and

’Monsanto
discharges more
than 9 million
gallons a day of
contaminated
wastewater.’
- Eileen Price,
Greenpeace
Ramrod,’
said
Greenpeace
spokeswoman Eileen Price. "Monsanto discharges more than 9 million
gallons a day of contaminated wastewater, water contaminated with
toxic chemicals."
Greenpeace is in the midst of a
cruise down the Mississippi River to
highlight its opposition to discharges
of industrial wastes.
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’They were successful in disrupting our operations briefly," Corley
said. "We think Greenpeace has interfered with the legitimate operations of Monsanto. We think their
actions were more designed get them
on the evening news than to advance
the cause of environmental protection."
Corley said the company’s waste
discharges are well within governmental environmental standards and
pose no risks. He also said plant officials had opened the factory to
Greenpeace representatives, shared
data with the group and talked with
its members in recent days.
"We have found it difficult if not
impossible to find any common
ground to have any meaningful dialogue with Greenpeace," he said.
"Their position is any kind of discharge into the river is bad. We
don’t feel so."
He said that of the waste discharged into the river, "99.99 percent is water, with trace quantities of
herbicides, trace quantities of formaldehyde and ammonia."

The law requires that "child support be set and modified with the living standards of both parents in
mind, at a level beyond the bare necessities of life if possible," said the
1st District Court of Appeal.
"Where the supporting parent enjoys a lifestyle that far exceeds that
of the custodial parent, child support
must to some degree reflect the more
opulent lifestyle even though this
may, as a practical matter, produce a
benefit for the custodial parent."
The court did not say whether an
increase in one parent’s income, by
itself, would justify higher child support. But it said a higher payment

was warranted by a sharp increase in
one parent’s income, at a time when
the other’s alimony payments were
being cut off.
The 3-0 ruling, issued late Tuesday, said Conni Catalano, a nurse
living in Santa Rosa, was entitled to
an increase from $475 to $2,(X)0 in
the monthly child support from her
ex-husband, Patrick Catalano, a San
Francisco lawyer. They were divorced in 1983 after six years of
marriage.
Under the law, child support can
be modified only because of a
"material
change
of circumstances." That took place, the court
said, when Mrs. Catalano’s alimony
payments of $2,625 a month were
cut off at the end of 1986, by prior
agreement between the couple,
while her ex-husband’s income.
about $50,000 a year at the time of
divorce, had increased to $395,000.
The expenses of the couple’s only
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Court changes child support law
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - A
parent whose income increases at
some point after divorce can be ordered to pay increased child support
to an ex -spouse who can show a
need for it, says a state appeals
court.
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child, a son. Jannik, now II, had not
changed in the meantime, the court
said. But it found a change of circumstances in the cutoff of alimony
- part of which was being used to
pay for the child’s needs - combined with the father’s sharp increase in income.
It is the first ruling to state that "a
child has a right to share in a parent’s
increased standard of living," Mrs.
Catalano’s lawyer, Paige Wickland,
said Wednesday.
"They were recognizing the realities of these cases, and saying, ’We
are not going to punish the child to
make sure that the wife doesn’t get a
little bit extra,’ " she said.
A lawyer for Catalano could not
be reached Wednesday.
The 3-0 decision rejected a ruling
by San Francisco Superior Court
Judge Raymond Arata that had increased Mrs. Catalano’s child support to only $1.110 a month.
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Former Chancellor facing discipline action
’ION t

SANTA BARBARA (AP) --- ForHuttenback, 60, and his wile,
mer Chancellor Robert Huttenback, FrFda, ,w,ere; convicted in July a
recently convicted of embezzling sknding an estimated $250,0XALsi
campus funds, could be dismissed university mimey on improveiMis
from the University of California, to their home. The former chancellor
Santa Barbara, a school spokesman was also convicted of tax evasion.
reported.
Each was sentenced Sept. 7 to five
UCSB spokesman David Salis- years probation and combined fines
bury said Huttenback faces a disci- of $70.300. Additionally, Huttenplinary review that could lead to his back was ordered to perform 1,000
ouster.
hours of community service.
"The campus will be proceeding
A day after the sentence hearing,
with all deliberate speed in going the university announced Huttenwith this review process," Salisbury back was suspended with pay of $6,said. "But at the same, we want to 750 a month pending the outcome of
do everything in a legal and proper the disciplinary review.
"A formal process exists for facfashion."

discipline. UCSIt. Chancellor
ra,PelitsjdOu tx statement
last
is process was invoked in
order to determine whether Professor
Huttenback’s conviction constitutes
a violation of the Faculty Code of
Conduct and - if so - what the appropriate sanction ought to be," Ms.
Uehling said.
The conduct code specifies four
different possible disciplinary actions, Salisbury said.
The least harsh would be a written
censure, "basically a letter in his file
saying ’You’ve done wrong," Salisbury said.
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wet on Meg I 30PM at (511br
pus Ministry. 300 5 10th St at
San Carlos (wet to Roberts)
LUTHERAN CAMPUS WORSHIP every
Sunday evening at 1000 PM at
Campus Chretlen Center, 10th
San Canoe For more information
about actifftes. call Rey Morb
FIrnheber 11 298.0204
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NEED MEDICAL INSURANCE? We
hew plane with quality coverage
II Hfordobie pricers Loll Mark FIIIce, (406)943-9190 tor no obligelion quote
PUT

CAREER INTO HIGH
(MARI Register your mums now
YOUR

with the profewbonal caned program Call (406) 243-4070 for details.
STUDENT DENTALOPTICAL PLAN.
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and money too For information
and brochure an A.S
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ENGINEERING MAJORS Interested in
chance to get reel world experience during your senior year?
FrIM-Ley hes an opportunity for
menufecturIng
you to work In
environment as Student Engineer Our San Jose fealty We
many maintenance and production protects dud need completion In addition to the experience,
wall pay you $1011, hour If your
interested. walk Over to the COoperetIve Education Dept, located In
Building 0, and submit

resume
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BENEFIT FROM A
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ELECTROLYSIS
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I enjoyed playing for the convocation.
When you hear the chimes you think of
campus unity. It’s exciting to hear your
alma mater’s song after being honored.’

Yoko Ono says biography
on Lennon is pure fiction
NEW YORK (API A biography that portrays John Lennon
as a drug -addled, anorexic bisexual who raged his way from Liverpool to New York City is "totally fiction.’’ Yoko Ono said in a
national radio broadcast.
"It’s amazing that somebody
took such a ptietic license. I don’t
see John in there. It’s a very dramatically described something.
but it’s not about John," Ono
said Wednesday night in her first
broadcast comments on the litiok
by Albert Goldman.
The usually reclusive Ono agreed to the interview to counter
Goldman’s "The Lives of John
Lennon." which presents the exHeade as a violent, drug -addicted
drunk who wanted to dump his
wife.
As for Ono, Goldman shows
her as a gold-digger who snorted
heroin up to the time of Lennon’s
death. Goldman also charges she
was responsible for Paul McCartney’s 1980 marijuana bust in
Japan. had affairs while they
were married and was just as intent on a divorce as Lennon.
Ono refuted virtually all of
these charges. and countered
through taped interviews with
Lennon friends and employees
that Goldman’s book was based
on unreliable sources and misquotes

Lavonne Simpson,
senior secretary of the humanities department

Bells: Tunes chime the hours

t arry Strong

Daily stall photographer

Lavonne Simpson demonstrates the earrillons in Tower Hall

From /wee /
Last year, the university acquired
a roll of Beethoven’s most famous
s inphonies in honor of the coiliposci
centennial The rolls cost approximately $80 each.
Van Horn said not all songs are
suitable for the carrillon. The
common songs are classical.
As the Inns ersity’s senior members walk across Tower Lawn and
hear the carril Ion they remember the
good old dax s
Staley iemembers a mix-up at his
marriage caused by the difficulty of
knowing what song the carrillon is
about to play.
"As we left the university chapel,
the carillon was playing ’Raindrops
Keep Falling On My Head.’" he
said
I is onne Simpson, senior secretary ot the humanities department,
used to play the carrillon for special
occasions
"It’s exciting when you are playing (the carillon) and can hear
iiiiisw os er the P.A. (public address)
system... she said.
foimer Dean of F.ducation
Syy ecney remembers the first
time the
Ilion played.

Former Ikan of Education William Sweeney remembers the first
time the carillon played.
A colleague told him, "We’ll play
it at the end of the (graduation) cere1110Ily and there won’t be a dry eye in
the house.
The carrillon was played manually
on special occasions such as graduations, when the ceremonies were
held in the quad. Since then, they
base moved to Spartan Stadium.
The last time someone played the
carillon was two years ago during
convocation.
"I
played
’Hail,
Spanans,
Hail.’ " Simpson said. "I enjoyed
playing fir the convocation. When
you hear the chillies you think of
campus unity. It’s exciting to hear
your alma mater’s song after being
honored."
Climbing up the steep, spiraling
stairwell of Tower Hall, you would
expect to see an army of bells. But at
the top of the tower is a room filled
with dust and satellite equipment.
Four speakers used to amplify the
chimes are attached to the outside of
the tower.

Decision: Families still waiting

Fiction: SJSU authors recite their works to campus audience
/hie, i
Ladx smith.’ is a creatie w.iitk ot
mipressie !Metes( .11Id k ill w Inch
was a Book it lie \11,1191 (lab entry
tor September ot 1,086
Crane told the audience how he
first became interested in the Hoer
War
It came from a grade school
quiz -kid contest 1 l% as in," he said.
He and a girl 55 ere the only t xxii remaining contestants, he said, when
the ’ridge asked the question. "What
was the only wi.if that Winston (’hut.
chill ever fought tit.’" He answered
"World War
V, (rich \k w, incorrect. The girl said "Hoer War’ and
won the contest.
Later, he said, his wife gave him a
history book of the Boer War "as

some kind ot posers,: Chosimas
present .
He became interested in the subtext and
on the SSIile his 110Vel.
I.:irk:smith. he said. was a Br itish
garrison in n in Si mill Inca in a
flat ale,’ sill I Minded
1111 is
"rile

no\ ers

11,11,Kiel .

"Roberts \ lell/les... Is

fill 51/411i,

trades codes tot medical
with ;.1 Boersx,uiiu.iri iraruiedMaid
De Jager... said Crane
Crane pointed our the irony in the
situation in which soldiers were
killed to sase sick patients
"It 011111:1 tiom a behel in mine,’
he said. "that everyone has potential
for good .ind potential tor evil.
Crane researched the novel exten-

x’s
1st
purled!)
presidential
candidate
George Hush got two large hut different ieceptions when he [nought
his campaign to Northern California.
As 7511 Republicans paid $1 .000
each to heat the
ice president
Wednesday mght. sexeral hundred
protesteis chanted slogans like
"Where was Gem ge
and waved
anti -Bush signs in l’mon Square.
"Bush go home!" the crowd
shouted from behind three-foot
metal bat I, isles across the street
from the luxurious St. Francis Hotel,
where the fundraiser was held.
"It would he really frightening to
have George Bush he resident of
the United States. He will bring on
more poverty and militarism in
America if he is elected. said Keith
McHenry., spokesman for Food Not
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Wednesday. as Bush
toured a street in the city’s Chinatown. sulmorters of Democratic
presidential candidate Michael Dukakis passed out 1(1,000 fortune cookies. cad, containing a slip of paper
xx ith "Where was George."’ written
on it.
The question was popularized by.
Alassachusetts Sell. Ted Kennedy,
ho used 11 tit an attempt to stress
the I )e11111Clatle claim that Bush
play ed a minor role in the Reagan
administration.
But only a few signs in support of
I)iik,ikiswere’ in the crowd. and %Client protesters said they would have
demonstrated it it were the Demo cot h. candidate who appeared.
1,11
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noisy but generally peaLei ul protest
But at rile pond betinc Bush’s rix al. rotesters pushed ox et barricades. spilling out of [mon Square
onto Powell Street. briefly stopping
trat tic and the city ’s lamed cable
cars
Ni/ellS
or police
in not gem
quickly surrounded protesters and
pushed them assay trims the hotel’s
entrance. then c lined the street with
more baticades Only ,able
ii
packed k1/4iilu(1411-ISIS. Man\ snapping
pictures ot the protest. woe allowed
through
At least one person was arrested
for
ins esiigation
unknow n
of
charges. said police It. Daniel Hallisy
1 was scheduled to
Bush Thui
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Circuit Design Engineer
Systems Development Engineer
Product Engineer
Applications Engineer
CAD Engineer
Telecommunications Engineer
Process Engineer
Test Engineer
Packaging Engineer
Reliability Engineer
Manufacturing Engineer
Product Marketing Engineer

California Hines Promotions and Koala Springs Presents
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Choosing us means a lot
of choices
At National Semiconductor, you’ll find an
amazing variety of products and projects under one
roof more than any other semiconductor
company can offer. ECL, ASIC, &CMOS, Mil.
Acm, Fast and Fact Logic...
And what that means for you is a future that’s
wide open.
Take your time. Experiment a little. National is set
up so that you don’t have to worry about getting
locked into one kind of engineering before you’ve
become aware of other options. We reward hard
work with increased responsibility and rapid career
growth in whatever direction you want to go.
I tete are just a few of the entry-level positions
available at National right now:

From page I
complex and pay off the loans while
the university would have to charge keeping rents comparable to the
tenants considerably more than the HUD level.
$148 per month paid by Spartan City
Construction costs could be cut,
residents.
"This isn’t about higher rents." Morrison said, by hiring a special
non-profit
construction company
Bryant said. "We know that’s an inevitability. We just want the facili- called Bridge to build the structure.
Morrison has already contacted
ties to be available."
"Raising the rent has never been representatives of Bridge, who exan issue." said Susan Marsland, a pressed interest in the project.
fornier tenant. "There’s been a lack
"The bigger issue is just getting
of communication between the resi- family housing, whether we win this
dents and the administration. If we case or not," Morrson said. "If we
could work together we could solve just keep on lobbying, if we build up
a lot of problems for a lot of people, more statistics, if we keep addresbecause we’ve done our research."
sing the public, hopefully even Gail
Dan Morrison, another former Fullerton will say it’s a good idea."
tenant, said Federal Housing and
Dan Buerger, Fullerton’s execUrban Development projects offer utive assistant, said neither he nor
rents that are about $200 below the President Fullerton could comment
market rate. Using state bonds, the on Spartan City while the case is still
university could build a housing pending litigation.

siely . hut said he was ureser al He suggested that writers should
Ifni, South Africa due to the
"read everything" to improve their
’iii Ii. situation.
style. He especially encourages them
( ’iaip read two stories to the audi- to read "bad books" because it
CII,V. The first "
My Statues "gives you something to exceed."
Rise Stone Wings, concerned the
He said writers can take poorly
ioniantii. life of two artistic individu- written books apart and see what
als
they do wrung.
’Short smiles are a chance to be
Presently, he is writing a play
Strete said.
called "A Horse of a Different TechHis I ii-st collection ot stories, "If nicolor" for the Santa Paula Theater
All flse fails." was published when Center.
."3
"Strew is a very wild sort of fiche w
tion writer," said Allen Soldolsky,
Strete hates reading his own executive director of the poetry ceniirks in front of an audience, but he ter. Whether writing science fiction
say s he does not mind reading other or fantasy. Soldofsky said. "he
people’s works.
transforms it all through his craft as a
Reading his own stories, he says, wordsmith It’s pretty potent stuff.
’Makes me nervous as hell

Several hundred protesters chant ’Bush go home’
at his San Francisco Republican campaign reception

with Special Guest: Rey Booker

September 16th, 1988 8pm
Morris Dailey Auditorium

National offers competitive salaries and excellent
benefits. You’ll also appreciate the Macre park we
created in Santa Clara for the exclusive use of our
employees’ it features a jogging track, a sports field,
an amphitheater, and even a lake! For more
information, please get in touch with us at National
Semiconductor, Attn: College Relations, 2900
Semiconductor Drive, Santa Clara, CA 95051, or
call (408) 721-6669 for further details. We are an
equal opportunity employer.

M National
CA Semiconductor

General
$ 11 Adv.
$ 13 Door

Students
$ 8 Adv.
$ 10 Door

Tickets Available at all BASS outlets and at
the SJSU Business office
Funded by Associated Students
Call 924-6260 or 924 6350 For Info

"Read The Best College
Newspaper In California."
Spartans victorious at Stanislaus
. . . page 5
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Child care gets attention

Entry Sales Engineer
Software Systems Programmer
Computing and Telecommunications
Programmer

So stop by our booth, and let’s talk
about your career.
"Career Exploration Days"
Tuesday, September 20th, 1988
10:00 am.- 3:00 p.m.
Student Union. Ballroom

"It’s totally fiction," Yoko
said during the hour-long program, which opened with Len’
non’s sling, "Gimme Some
Truth, and coincided with the
book’s national release Wednesday.
"These people in this book are
not us. It’s not John and me,"
Ono continued. "It’s unfair he’s
been assaulted and can’t hit back.
For some reason this book is attempting to rob both John and lust
the basic human dignity that
we’re entitled to."
The Ono interview was taped
Aug. 28 at the Dakota, where the
Yoko still
Lennon!. lived and
lives with their son, Sean. Lennon was murdered by Mark
David Chapman outside the Dakota on Dec. 8, 1980.
Also appearing were Sean and
Lennon’s other son, Julian. Ono
was interviewed by longtime associate Elliot Mintz, who is described in Goldman’s book as a
spy for Yoko a
charge Mintz
denied during the show.
Mintz read excerpts from the
book to Yoko, who then responded to the allegations point
by point. She denied that Lennon
was homosexual; that he was
using drugs while living at the
Dakota with his son, Sean; that he
had become a reclusive nx:k ’n’
roll Howard Hughes.

Grad speaker
to receive
doctorate

Axmwius will he honored
ere:t.t-t77.f:

Spartan City discussion
honors children’s week

When you read the
Spartan Daily .you’ re
not just reading a
newspaper, you’ re reading
the best university newspaper
in California.*
Numerous awards
reflect the professional values
of this student-run
publication. The Spartan
Daily is recognized for
editorial ex’ce’llence and
’Cablornia hle4.paper litihle,her. A..., ahon .o.kiint
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as well as outstanding
mechanical presentation.
Each issue of the Daily
is a quality publication
produced by students and
professionals who are
devoted to their craft. They
know it’s their job to bring
you the best university
newspaper in California.
Pick up a Daily today.
14147 lodged by the

